paper describes several methods for analyzing the queueing behavior df switching networks with flow control and shared buffer switches. It compares the various methods on the basis of accuracy and computation speed, where the performance metric of most concern is the maximum throughput.
regulate the flow of packets between stages to prevent packets from being lost due to buffer overflow. Consequently, we can think of the system as operating in two phases. In one phase, flow control information passes through the network from right to left. In the other phase, packets flow from left to right in accordance with the flow control information. There are several types of flow control that can be used. In local jiow control, the flow control signals that a switch sends to its upstream neighbors depend only on the number of empty buffer slots in the switch while, in global flow control, the flow control signals may also depend on the signals received from downstream neightmrs. In granf flow control, the flow control signals grant the upstream neighbor permission to send a packet while, in acknowledgment jlow control, the signals acknowledge successful receipt of a packet and let the sender know that he can safely discard a retained copy. Consider a shared buffer switch employing local/grant flow control and assume that the number of unoccupied buffer slots is z. The switch grants pemtission to send to min {z, d} of its upstream neighbors at the start of an operation cycle of the network. If x < d, we assume that x predecessors are chosen at random. Fot most of this paper, we focus on local/grant flow control although, in Section VI, we will consider the other variants as well. Local/grant control is the easiest to implement and appears to have the most practical interest while global/acknowledgment control provides the best performance.
Turner [6] models a network of shared buffer switches by modeling a shared buffer switch as a B + 1 state Markov chain. We review this result briefly here. Let~i (s) be the steady-state probability that a stage i switch contains exactly s packets, and we let A(SI, sz ) be the probability that a switch with S1 packets during a given cycle contains S2 packets in the subsequent cycle. In the steady state, 7r2(s2) =~7r2(sl)A1(sl, s2)
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Let pi(j, s) be the probability that j packets enter a stage i switch that has s packets in its buffer, and let qi (j, S) k the probability that j packets leave a stage i switch that has s packets in its buffer. Then Ai(s~,s2) = x
Pi(~l.sl)%(j2! s,) O<}l<d

sL+jl -32=s2
Let (I,i betheprobability that anygiven predecessor ofa stage i switch has a packet for it. Then, where B(j, r). r) = (~).r~(l -,r)n-~and a;(s) is defined as the probability that a predecessor of a stage i switch has a packet for it, given that the predecessor has s cells. We take a 1 to be the offered load. and we approximate ai (s) by fil (s) = 1 -( 1 -l/d)q for i > 1. Note that this approximation assumes that the destinations of the packets in a switch are independent of one another. Let b, be the probability that a successor of a stage i switch provides a grant, and let lj(c, s) be the probability that a switch containing s packets contains packets for exactly c distirrcf outputs. An output of a switch is called actite if the switch contains some packet which is to be sent out using that output, so 1nj(f. .S) is the probability y that a d port switch with s packets has c active outputs.
.,<c<(f,..
O<.*<B We assume that network outputs can always accept packets and model this by letting bk = 1. We can approximate 1' by assuming that all distributions of s packets to the d outputs are equally likely. This is just a classical distribution problem. For the purposes of calculation, we can use the recurrence (l-(r-l) .r Yd(7'!s) = ;ii(7". <s -1) +~ld(r-1,<9-1) when () < r < s,~d(r..s) = 1 when s = r = (1 and~i (r, ,s) = (1 otherwise. Note that~d (r, s ) is independent of the stage of the switch in the network. For computational purposes, it is most convenient to merely precompute a table with the values of~required; this recurrence is ideal for our purpose. We compute performance parameters by assuming a set of initial values for n,(j). then use these and the equations already given to compute A,(s], S2). These, together with the steady-state equations for the Markov chain, are used to obtain new values of~i (j) and we iterate until we obtain convergence. This type of analysis is referred to as the scalar method.
We can now easily obtain the performance metrics of interest. The carried load is given by
The average delay at stage i is given by
In this expression, the quantity in the numerator is the average queue length in the stage i buffer and the denominator is the average arrival rate. Total delay is obtained by summing the per-stage delays. The packet loss rate is the ratio of the offered load minus the carried load to the offered load.
The scalar method is reasonably fast, even for switches with large values of B and d. The computation is dominated by the time required to compute the transition probabilities Ai. If 711 iterations are required for convergence, this is proportional to WL(13/d)d3 lo,gd 7t, while the time required for simulation is proportional to~rl'n lOKdn, when m' is the number of simulations steps required to get accurate results. Typically, m << 77L' and the elementary step in the analysis is faster to compute than the elementary step in the simulation (which typically involves making some routing decision on a packet data structure and moving it from one queue to another). Moreover, for networks with more than three stages, ds < n so the analysis' computational advantage grows with network size. While convergence is not guaranteed, our experience has shown convergence to be fairly rapid except when the offered load is approximately equal to the network's maximum throughput; when the offered load is below this critical point, convergence is obtained in fewer than 100 iterations. Above the critical point, convergence typically requires several hundred iterations and, in the vicinity of the critical point, it may require several thousand iterations.
Notice that the calculation of Yd(r, .Y) given and the calculation of ai rely on the assumption that the addresses of the packets stored within a switch's buffer are independent. This is not, in fact, the case. While it is true that the addresses of packets arriving at a switch are independent (given the input traffic assumptions), buffered packets are correlated as a result of having contended for outputs. The correlations are strongest when d is small and B large. The independence assumption causes the analysis to overestimate the maximum throughput. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 , which shows the maximum load that can be achieved by single-stage networks for various values of d and B. Note that the throughput predicted by the scalar method can exceed that of the analysis by more than 10%. Fig. 2 Monterosso have taken care to avoid explicit representation of redundant states, a 16-pGrt switch with 32 buffer slots still has about 30,000 states and there are more than 10,000,000 transition probabilities. In the scalar model, on the other hand, the same switch has 33 states and fewer than 1,000 transition probabilities. These considerations limit the applicability of the vector method to networks constructed from small switches (d~4). The objective of this paper is to develop an analytical method which rivals the accuracy of the vector ,.., method while retaining the computational effectiveness of the scalar method. We describe three techniques. The first is a variant of the scalar method, which we call the uniform scalar method. The second method models the state of a switch using two variables and is called the bidimensional method. As we will see, the bidimensional method is more accurate but also more computationally expensive. Consequently, we have developed a third method called the interval merhod, which is intermediate in both accuracy and speed. 
THE UNIFORM SCALAR METHOD
The scalar method of queueing analysis computes the number of active outputs that a switch has by using the assumption that ifs packets are stored in a switch's buffer, then the outputs those packets are to take are independent of one another. To understand the implications of this assumption, it is helpful to compare the vector and scalar methods for binary switches (d = 2). Fig. 3 shows the Markov chain corresponding to the vector model of a two-port switch, with five buffer slots. In the illustration, a state (i, j ) represents a switch in which i packets are destined for output O and ,j are destined for output 1. In the scalar method, a state corresponds to the sum s = i + j so that the states of the scalar method correspond to sets of states in the vector method that lie along a common diagonal, as shown in the figure.
If a switch is in state (i, j ) (vector method) where i or j but not both are equal to zero, then there is one active output. We refer to these as boundary states. The scalar method calculates the probability of these boundary states relative to the nonboundary states along a given diagonal by assuming that the packet destinations are independent. This can be interpreted as assigning probabilities to the states along a given diagonal according to a binomial distribution. In particular, given that there are s packets in a switch, the probability assigned to state (i, j) is (~) (1/2)S (where s = i + j). Fig. 4 plots these probabilities as a function of i, when ,s = 14 (the solid curve with the peak at 7). The dashed curve in the figure is a measured frequency distribution taken from a simulation of a two-port switch with a 16-packet buffer and an offered load of 100'%. In this simulation, the frequency of the various states of the vector method were recorded, and the relative frequencies were plotted for those states (i, j) with i + j" = 14. (When the offered load is 100Yo, these states account for almost all of the probability. ) Note that the binomial assignment grossly underestimates the probability of the boundary states (i = O and i = 14). Also, note that the relative frequencies of the states on the diagonal appear to be well approximated by a uniform distribution which has equal values for all probabilities along a given diagonal. An intuitive justification for this can be found by considering the steady-state situation for a heavily loaded switch. In this case, one would expect that the state of a switch would move back and forth along a diagonal as packets come and go. While there would be some movement across diagonals as well, the predominant movement would be along a diagonal.
Since there is equal probability of moving in either direction along a diagonal, one would expect the distribution along a diagonal to be approximately uniform. This reasoning leads to the uniform scalar method in which, when determining the number of active outputs that a switch has, we assume that the set of states of the underlying vector method corresponding to a given state of the scalar method are equally likely. The equations for the uniform method are similar to those for the original scalar method. In fact, the only things we need to change are our approximations ti, (s) 
The values of o can be precomputed and stored in a table, so the amount of computation required for the uniform method is essentially the same as for the original scalar method. Fig.  1 shows the maximum throughput for single-stage switches computed using the uniform method. The uniform method underestimates the maximum throughput of these networks by a substantial margin and so is only marginally more useful than the original method. Nonetheless, as we shall see in the next section, it provides the basis for another method that is considerably better.
III. THE BtDIMENSIONALMETHOD
The two scalar methods attempt to use a single number to summarize the state of a switch. To obtain better accuracy, the bidimensional model keeps track of both the number of packets in a switch and the number of active outputs.
Let the state of a switch be a pair (s, c) where s is the number of packets and c is the number of active outputs. Then,
A((SI, CI), (S2, C2)) = where R(sI, c1, jl, j2, C2) is the probability that, if a switch is initially in state (sl, c1 ) and then .jl packets arrive and j2 leave, the new state has C2 active outputs. Note that, in the bidimensional method, the number of cells that leave (q~) depend not on the number of stored cells but instead on the number of active outputs.
To compute R, we consider an imagimuy intermediate state following the departure of the j2 packets leaving the switch but before the arrival of the jl entering packets. The probability that there are exactly c active outputs in this intermediate state is R(91, c1, O,j2, c), and the probability that we go from an intermediate state with c active outputs to a final state with C2 active outputs is R c, jl, O, C2) . This leads to the recurrence
Note that R (sl, c1, O,j2, h ) is independent of jl and that R(s1 -j2, C,jl, O, C2) is independent of both S1 and jz. So, if we define S(s, cl, j, C2) = R(s, cl, O,j, CZ) and T(cl, j,cz) = R (z, cl, j, O, C2) , this sum is equal tõ   s(s,,c,,j2,c)~(c,j,,c2) o,cl-j~<c<cT o determine S(s, c1, j, CZ), we introduce the term minimally active to describe an output for which there is exactly one packet and note that, if exactly c of the c1 active outputs are minimally active, we will end up with C2 active outputs if and only if exactly c1 -cz of the j packets that leave belong to minimally active outputs. TMs occurs with probability The maximum throughput predicted by the bidimensional method is shown in Fig. 1 . Notice that it closely tracks the simulation results, overestimating slightly for small d and underestimating slightly for large d. Fig. 2 shows the loss predicted by the bidimensional method. Again, note the close match with the simulation results.
IV. INTERVALAND THRESHOLD METHODS
While the bidimensional method offers a big improvement in accuracy over the scalar methods, it has a substantially higher computational cost. We can reduce the computational cost by keeping less detailed information about the number of active outputs. The interval method divides the range [0, dl into two or more intervals and keeps track of the probability that the number of active outputs is in a particular interval.
Let (s, C) denote a switch state where C' = [~, h] is an interval. Then, where 2(c, s, C) is the probability that there are exactly c active outputs, given that the state is (s, C), and where R' (sI, c1, jl, j2, C2) is the probability that if a switch initially has S1 packets, c1 active outputs, and jl packets arrive and j2 leave, that the number of active outputs in the new state is in C2. We can compute R' as follows.
R'(sl, cl, jl, j2, C) =~R(sl, cl, jl, j2, c) CEC
where R is computed as in the previous section. To compute Z(C7s, C), we note that, in the underlying vector model, there are exactly O(S -C.C) states in which some particular set of size c contains all active outputs and that, if C = [f. h], there are (~) sets of size ctochoosefrorn.
Hence, using the uniform assumption we get the following estimate for Z. IIlin{l. (B -s)/d} ,9, C If the number of intervals is not too large,~' can be precomputed and stored. We define the threshold method to be the particular case of the interval method in which there are just two intervals. In this case, the table for R' requires 4 Mbytes for d = 16, B/d = 4. Fig. I shows the maximum throughput predicted by the threshold method. To produce these results, a variety of thresholds were tried and the results for the thresholds that produced the closest match to the simulation results were plotted. In general, the threshold method yields results that lie between the uniform scalar and bidimensional methods.
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V. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this section, we look at the running time required for analysis via the various methods and compare to the running time for simulation. For an~1-port network, let k = logrf n be the number of stages. Consideration of the equations for each of the methods studied shows that, for large values of d and B/d~2, the running time can be approximated by C711A (~) (~r where C' is the time for a basic step in the cortiputation, 711 is the number of iterations required for convergence, and r = 3 for the scalar methods, r = 4 for the threshold method, and r = 6 for the bidimensiohal model, assuming that S and T are precomputed. From experimental measurements, we have found that C' is typically around 10 ps on a SparcStation 2 and ?Il is typically around 100. Fig. 5 compares the measured run times for the different analytical methods to one another and to that predicted by the preceding equations, as a function of d. Note that the times have all been divided by d3 to compress the vertical axis and simplify comparisons. We note that, over the range of values shown, the rutming times indicated by this analysis give a crude, but still useful, approximation. For the bidimensional case, the running time matches Cm A(E1/d)d5 more closely than the predicted C71t~(~/(i)d6.
We expect that, for larger values of d, the predicted asymptotic behavior would be observed but have not verified that.
We can do a similar analysis of the running time for a switch simulation. The simulation time takes the form C"m'kdk, where C' is the time to simulate one time step at one switch element divided by d and 77/' is the number of iterations required for the simulation. For our simulation, we have found that L" is around 50 Ils and TrI' cart be anywhere from 104 to 106 depending on the data of interest. (This, of course, is for uniform random traffic with Bernoulli arrivals. ) For throughput measurements, we have found m' = 10A to be adequate for obtaining statistically reliable results.
The analysis is most attractive in comparison to simulation for large networks. This can be seen in a concrete way in Fig. 6 , which compares the runriing time estimates for the aflalysis and simulation for networks with up to 16 384 ports. These comparisons were made using the values of C = 10 /Ls, m, = 100," C" = J() /JS, and 711,' = 10.000. Note that, in this comparison, the bidimensional method can be more expensive than simulation but still retain an advantage for the largest networks and for smaller values of d, Fig. 7 shows the maximum throughput for multistage networks constructed from switches of various sizes. These curves show that as the number of stages in a network increases, all analysis methods overestimate the throughput. This can be explained by the fact that none of the methods account for correlations between the states of switches in different stages. This is a common failing for this entire class of methods, including the vector method of Monterosso and Pattavina. These correlations are strongest for networks with lots of 5 -.--...----..+-----------------4--------- -----------.--4.--.-----.----!---.-...------4-----..-.--- ------------L...-...-....~..............+...w . stages and small switches. For networks constructed from larger switches, the interstage correlations are relatively weak, allowing more reliable throughput predictions. In particular, we see that the bidimensional method gives acceptable results for switches with d~8 and even the threshold method provides reasonable accuracy. We have applied the bidimensional analysis method to determine packet loss in a network with mixed results. In realistic system configurations, a multistage network is typically preceded by a collection of input buffers with flow control between the network and the input buffers. Packet loss can occur at these input buffers as the load offered to the network approaches its maximum throughput. The bidimensional method can accurately predict packet loss for single-stage networks with no input queues (as shown in Fig. 2 ) or very small input queues. However, when larger input queues are added (~8 slots), the accuracy rapidly deteriorates. This is unfortunate, since the ability to accurately predict packet loss with a fast analytical method would offer great advantages over simulation. We have considered two possible explanations for the inaccuracy of the bidimensional method in the presence of input queues. The first is that an extension of the bidimensional method to model the input queues treats the different queues feeding a single switch as independent of one another, where in fact their states are strongly correlated. Unfortunately, an alternative model of the input queue which captures these correlations provides only a marginal improvement in the prediction of packet loss. The second (and more important) explanation was that the analysis ignores time correlations that become increasingly significant as the amount of input buffering is increased. Another model was developed to attempt to capture the effects of these time correlations and, while the results were far more accurate, the complexity of the model makes it of little practical value. All analysis methods presented can be extended to handle networks that use different flow control methods. We present the equations for bidimensional methods. The scalar and interval methods can be extended to handle the different flow control options in a similar fashion. For local acknowledgment flow control, the equations for ma and Ai are unchanged but the equations for pi and qi require some modification.
VI. CLOSING REMARKS
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where we use the notation B (~B -s, d, ai ) to denotẽ j~i3_. B (~, d, ai) . In the context of acknowledgment flow control, bi is defined as the probability that a downstream switch acknowledges a packet sent to it. If the downstream switch is in state (s, c) when a packet is sent to it and there are r packets arriving on other inputs that are contending for B -s available slots in the downstream switch's buffer, then the given packet is acknowledged with probability 1 if B -s > r and with probability (B -s)/(r+ 1) otherwise. The probability that r packets are contending is B(r, d -1, ai+l ), so
B(r,d -I,ai+l)min
O<r<d-1 {1=}
For global grant flow control, the number of packets that enter a switch depend not on the number initially stored, but rather on the number in the buffer after the packets that are leaving have done so. Hence, in the global flow control context, we define Pi (j, x) to be the probability that j packets arrive and are retained at a switch given that x is the difference between the number of packets originally present and the number leaving. This requires changing the equation for Ai.
H.jl. <i S1+JI-.I2=S2
To compute bi, we note that if a downstream switch is in state (.s. r) and h packets leave, then a given upstream neighbor receives a grant with probability 1 if B -s + h a d and with probability (B -s + h)/d otherwise. Since the probability of h packets leaving is simply g,+~(h, c),
All the other equations are identical to the local grant case.
In global ackrro~ledgmerrt flow control, once again the number of packets that enter a switch depends on the number stored in the switch after the packets that are leaving have done so.
To compute bi, we note that if a downstream switch is in state (,s, r) when a packet is sent to it and r packets arrive on the other inputs while h packets leave, then the given upstream neighbor receives an acknowledgment with probability 1 if B -s + h > r and with probability (B -,s + h)/(r + 1) otherwise. Hence, h, =~7r, +l(s. f') .* ,,.
The remaining equations are identical to the local acknowledgment case. The equations for acknowledgment flow control can be trivially modified to handle systems without flow control. In particular, we can model nonflow control systems in which the number of arriving packets accepted by a switch is limited to the number of available buffer slots at the start of the cycle by using the equations for the local acknowledgment case, but letting /J, = 1. Similarly, we can model nonflow control systems in which arriving packets can move into buffer slots being vacated by departing packets by using the equations for the global acknowledgment case, with hi = 1. For systems without flow control, there are no correlations between stages and the accuracy for multistage networks is similar to that for single-stage networks.
In summary, we have developed several methods of analyzing networks constructed from shared buffer switches. The bidimensional method yields excellent predictions of throughput for networks constructed from large switches. While we have only tested the interval method with two intervals, we find that even this case yields respectable accuracy. We have concentrated on maximum throughput, as this is the performance metric of most importance in switching system design. In high-speed switching applications, as long as a network is operated below its maximum throughput, the queueing delay will be satisfactory and packet loss can be reduced to acceptable levels by engineering the input buffers appropriately. Methods that can accurately predict packet loss for networks preceded by input buffers could be useful but, in practice, conservative engineering rules for these buffers can be applied with little impact on system cost.
These methods do not model interstage correlations, which become significant in large networks constructed from small switches. This is one possible direction for future research. Another is in extending the methods for nonuniform traffic, as has been done for other types of analysis in [3] . Improving the computational performance of these methods would be very useful. The bidimensional method, in particular, can be very time consuming. One way to improve the computational performance is to modify the basic iterative algorithm. The basic algorithm computes the transition probabilities J, from the current state probabilities (m, ) and then computes new-state probabilities from the previous values by a single application of the balance equations for n,. By applying the balance equations multiple times each time we compute values of~,, we can reduce the number of iterations significantly. We have found that this variation of the basic method can reduce the overall computation time by an order of magnitude.
We have not fully explored the possibilities of the interval method. We suspect that, by using three or four intervals, one could match the accuracy of the bidimcnsional method with a lot less computational effort. The problem of selecting the intervals remains. Our approach of using simulation to "tune" the method is not fully satisfactory. The interval method can also be extended so that the intervals are dependent on the number of packets in a switch. For example, when just two intervals are used (the threshold method ). we would expect better results if the threshold increases as the number of stored packets increases. Ideally. the probability associated with the two intervals for any given value of s should be approximately equal. This objective can be approximated by selecting the interval so as to divide the corresponding states of the underlying vector model equally. That is, for each value of .s. we select a threshold t for which
The best approach is probably to adjust the threshold dynamically to make these probabilitie~as nearly equal as possible.
